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Question 2
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Question 1

Two EMIC Questions
Response coded as 1 = no, 7 = yes. Self paced.  

Fixation Screen
Instructed to fixate on point and press any key on keyboard. Self paced. 

With a large portion of older adults living longer, the number of 
individuals diagnosed with low vision is increasing. As their vision 
deteriorates, individuals will start to avoid social situations that 
highlight their impairment as they feel stereotyped or stigmatized 
by their vision loss. 

Lower heart-rate variability is associated with increased stigma towards assistive devices
Corina Lacombe1, Karine Elalouf 1, Walter Wittich1,2, Sarah Fraser 3, & Aaron Johnson1

Stereotypes and  Visual Impairment

Observers: 34 Older adults (50+ years, 18 females).
Procedure: Images of stigma level (high stigma vs. low stigma vs. no device), age group (old vs. young) and
assistive device (walking, seeing, hearing) were randomized across blocks. Two EMIC questions were
presented following each image, using a seven-point scale. There were 67 trials. A full EMIC questionnaire
consisting of all 15 questions was given at the end of the image and rating presentation.

Results: Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC)
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Both self-report questionnaires and heart-rate variability can be used to identify stigma 
stereotypes associated with assistive technology commonly used in low vision rehabilitation.

Research funded by FRQS (Programme DMLA), and by a RéseauVision Health Network Summer Studentship to CL.

Image presentation: 
Instructed to view image naturally. 10 second presentation.

Full EMIC Questionnaire: 
Response coded as yes (2), probably 
(1), no (0), I don’t know (0). 
Self paced. 

Method

Low vision rehabilitation is one of their primary tools to maintain and regain visual function, 
whereby one key component of the rehabilitation process is the use of assistive 
technology devices/ATDs (i.e., magnifiers, white identification canes etc.). However, there 
are barriers to the successful integration of such devices into the lives of these individuals, 
some of which are linked to negative social attitudes and the stereotypes 
associated with device use. 

The present project aims to study the stereotypes associated with assistive technology use in 
the context of low vision.

Results: Heart-rate variability

Would a person using an assistive 
device keep others from knowing?

0 – I don’t know
1 – No 
2 – Probably
3 – Yes 

Would knowing a person uses an 
assistive device have an adverse 

effect on others?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

YesNeutralNo

Figure 5. EMIC Likert scale mean responses to viewing devices of low, high, and neutral stigma. Significant mean difference for high compared to low
and neutral, *p < .001, np

2 = .10 

Figure 3. Frequency of affirmatively answered scores on 
EMIC questionnaire

Figure 1. Frequency of affirmatively answered questions across high and low stigmatizing groups.

* * * *

Based on EMIC frequencies, all subsequent analysis are based on median split of 
the participants into two groups:
High Stigma (>6 EMIC Score) 
Low Stigma (≤6 EMIC Score)
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Figure 4. Root Mean Square of Successive Differences (RMSSD) of low and high stigma groups. Anecdotal evidence for the alternative, BF10 = 1.50,
.055, Cohen’s d = 0.73

The RMSSD heart rate variability among the low-stigmatizing group is less variable 
(RMSSD=301.93) compared to the high-stigmatizing group (RMSSD=2508.16). Previous 
research has associated lower heart rate variability with positive affect. Similarly higher 
levels of heart rate variability have been shown to increase during high self-regulatory 
efforts (Segerstrom & Nes, 2007).  

Figure 2. EMIC affirmatively answered questions of high 
and low stigmatizing groups. Significant mean difference 
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.56, BF10 > 3
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